The references listed below are the key texts and source materials used in the development of items for the written and oral Emergency Medicine exams. Most questions/cases are drawn from the primary references, with a few items being drawn from the secondary references.

**PRIMARY REFERENCES**

*Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive Study Guide*
Tintinalli, J.E., et.al., McGraw Hill

*Tintinalli’s Emergency Medicine Manual*
Cline, David, et.al., McGraw Hill Professional

*Emergency Medicine: Expert Consult*
Adams, J.G., Elsevier

*Harwood-Nuss’ Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine*
Wolfson, A.B. et.al., Lippincott Williams and Wilkins

*Rosen’s Emergency Medicine: Concepts and Clinical Practice*
Walls, Ron et al., Elsevier

*Fleisher & Ludwig’s Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine*
Bachur, Richard, et al, Lippincott Williams and Wilkins
  7th Edition (2016)

*Textbook of Pediatric Emergency Medicine*
Fleischer, Gary R. et.al., Lippincott Williams and Wilkins

*Roberts and Hedges’ Clinical Procedures in Emergency Medicine*
Roberts, James R., et.al., Saunders
  6th Edition 2013

**SECONDARY REFERENCES**

*Rosen and Barkins’ 5 Minute Emergency Medicine Consult*
Schaider, J.J., et.al., Lippincott Williams and Wilkins

Marx, J.A., et.al., Elsevier
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Markovchick, V.J., et.al., Elsevier

Markovchick, V.J., et.al., Mosby

Various Companion Handbooks/Study Guides associated with Tintinalli’s Emergency Medicine